Notes from Meeting with Strategic Planning Committee, 11/7/19 @ 10:00 a.m.

Stempinski and Uzman attended for Student Access Workgroup

Draft project plan outlines were presented. Our group needs to update the project plan form.

The current objectives are ongoing.

If in our analysis something does not work, the goal is not to redo but tweak if possible

It is most important to update the templates.

Keep Ron, Bobbi, and Taheshia in loop about cross collaborations

Divide objectives and see if met, etc.

Next meeting for co-chairs will be on November 21st (Thursday); the deliverable is a more detailed analysis of the gaps; there will be a template put up for a 3-4 pages presentation; will probably use PP to present at that meeting

For December 5 (Thursday) meeting for co-chairs want an initial draft of our framing story; what is the story you want to tell about your area? Where have we succeeded? The narrative will help frame the data; should be reflective of accomplishments thus far; how did we get here?

Dr. Uzman commented. Should we dismantle the wheel if that is we need to do? Are we actually talking about the right goals? Response: Those pieces should be kept as notes for later plan; right now, we’re still sticking with the wheel: improve it but do not reinvent; also, we felt goal was inside out, the way the goal is framed is numerically driven, not approaching the concepts of access that we feel are more appropriate – bring this conversation to the steering committee